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SECTION VII - Project Summary 
 

Currently, more than 120 million Americans live in regions that exceed the U.S. air quality standards, with more than half of these 
in the western U.S. The western U.S. has a unique set of air quality challenges. In addition to the usual pollution sources, such as 
vehicles, power plants and other industrial emissions sources, the western U.S. also has substantial input from stratospheric ozone 
(O3), long-range transport of pollutants from Asia, dust storms and wildfires, which have been increasingly active in the last decade. 
The impacts of these sources and the uncertainty in quantifying emissions from these sources present a challenging problem for many 
state and local air quality agencies and give rise to significant uncertainties with respect to decision making and specific policy actions. 
In addition, most state and local agencies do not have the expertise to use advanced tools, such as satellite observations, Earth science 
models or machine learning algorithms, nor the resources to understand and address these complex issues. 

 
The Western States Air Resources Council (WESTAR) was established in 1988 to share information and support western states' air 
quality objectives. Currently, WESTAR has 15 member states. The PI has frequently participated in WESTAR meetings and is actively 
engaged in research focused on many of the unique air quality challenges in the western U.S. In this project, the PI and Co-I will 
collaborate with WESTAR to develop a set of tools to support and expand western states' decision-making capabilities using OMI, 
TROPOMI and TEMPO satellite data; the MERRA-2 reanalysis and GEOS-CF simulation; and machine learning and photochemical 
modeling. The goal of this project is to identify and understand the controllable and uncontrollable sources of air pollution in the 
western U.S. This work will facilitate improved decision making in two ways: (1) by providing better data to states for determining 
controllable sources for regulation of emissions; and (2) by providing better data to states on uncontrollable source emissions and 
impacts. Both of these will support actionable state decision making through the state implementation plans (SIPs), which address the 
controllable sources, and exceptional event designations, for specific events that are beyond state control. Specific tasks include (1) use 
TROPOMI, OMI and TEMPO products, along with other data in a machine learning framework to predict surface O3 at regulatory 
sites and probability that an event is an exceptional event; (2) use TROPOMI, OMI, and TEMPO products, along with other data to 
evaluate O3 non-linearity with respect to NO2 and CH2O; (3) use TROPOMI, OMI, TEMPO and MODIS products, along with other 
data in a machine learning framework to understand surface PM2.5 at regulatory sites and the chemical and meteorological controls 
on surface concentrations; (4) use TROPOMI, OMI, TEMPO and MERRA-2 products, and other data with 0-d photochemical 
modeling, to understand the role of anthropogenic NOx and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) on O3 production, both in smoke and 
non-smoke situations; and (5) use TEMPO data to examine the spatial and temporal patterns (e.g., dO3/dt) in TEMPO O3, NO2 and 
CH2O to help identify smoke and upper troposphere–lower stratosphere (UTLS) contributions to surface O3. 

 
Our emphasis is on policy-relevant problems that lead to actionable strategies and decisions to understand and improve air quality. 
Through our collaboration with WESTAR, we will work with the 15 western states' air agencies to help identify the highest priority 
tasks. This project will be conducted with three-year funding from NASA. WESTAR has committed long-term resources that will 
sustain this effort into the future. 
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Decision-Making Activities 

 
1. Contribution to State Implementation Plans 

 
The Clean Air Act requires states to develop and submit state implementation plans 

(SIPs) to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for approval. These are the primary 
documents used by the states and the EPA to identify air quality problems and the solutions for 
achieving clean air within a designated time period. These plans are complex and include current 
air quality data, emission sources and many other aspects for each of the key criteria pollutants. 
Often the plans will include photochemical modeling to demonstrate future attainment of the 
standards, based on assumed emission reductions. But the SIPs can only give reasonable 
projections where the processes are well understood. 

One example of how scientific uncertainty limits a state's ability to accurately predict 
future air quality is the relationship between volatile organic compounds (VOCs), nitrogen 
oxides (NOx = NO + NO2) and surface ozone (O3). Surface O3 is formed from photochemical 
reactions of NOx and VOCs. O3 has serious health impacts up to and including premature 
mortality (Bell et al., 2004; Di et al., 2017). For O3, the National Ambient Air Quality Standard 
(NAAQS) is based on a daily limit of 70 parts per billion (ppb) for the maximum daily 8-hour 
average (MDA8). To be in compliance with the standard, each O3 monitor in a region must have 
the annual fourth highest MDA8, averaged over three years, of 70 ppb or less. Currently, there 
are approximately 50 regions in the U.S. that do not meet this O3 standard. These are designated 
as "non-attainment areas" by the EPA. About 30 of these areas are in the western U.S. (~20 in 
California, 10 in other states). 

Simon et al. (2015) report downward trends for U.S. anthropogenic NOx and VOCs 
emissions of 39 and 14%, respectively, for 2002–2011. According to the U.S. EPA’s 2017 
National Emission Inventory (https://www.epa.gov/air-emissions-inventories/2017-national- 
emissions-inventory-nei-data), industrial or vehicle sources account for 87% of the NOx 
emissions in the U.S., but only 29% of the VOC emissions. This is due to large biogenic 
emissions of VOCs, such as isoprene. Agricultural emissions of NOx may also be important (e.g., 
Sha et al., 2021), but these are not well quantified. Using data from 2000–2018 from the Los 
Angeles region, Nussbaumer and Cohen (2020) show that NOx concentrations are continuing to 
decline linearly, but the rate of decline in total VOC concentrations (anthropogenic plus 
biogenic) has slowed and appears to be approaching a lower limit of about 50 ppbC. Chen et al. 
(2019) report that most regions of the U.S., even urban areas, have VOC reactivity that is now 
dominated by biogenic compounds. An additional source of VOCs that is not well captured by 
inventories and is probably not declining is emissions from personal care products (McDonald et 
al., 2018). 

The production of O3 is known to be non-linear with the VOC and NOx precursors at high 
NOx/VOC ratios (e.g., Qian et al., 2019). Under these conditions, higher NOx concentrations will 
lead to O3 suppression. Given greater emissions of NOx on weekdays, due to greater diesel 
sources (Pollock et al., 2012), many studies have reported lower O3 concentrations on weekdays 
(Pollock et al., 2012; Altshuler et al., 1995; Blanchard et al., 2008; Marr et al., 2002). But as NOx 
emissions have declined, several studies have reported weakening or reversal of this weekend- 
weekday pattern in some regions (Baidar et al., 2015; de Foy et al., 2020; Jin et al., 2020). 

The presence of this weekend-weekday effect is one important indicator of the NOx 
sensitivity in each airshed. However, these patterns are not static, as the O3 production can also 

http://www.epa.gov/air-emissions-inventories/2017-national-
http://www.epa.gov/air-emissions-inventories/2017-national-
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vary by time of day, season and location (Mazzuca et al., 2016). In our recent analysis of the 
weekend-weekday patterns, we found that the weekend NO2 concentrations and O3 exceedances 
are now fewer in roughly 2/3 of the cities we examined (Jaffe and Chan, 2021). However, most 
of the weekend-weekday analyses focus only on O3 and NO2, so a key uncertainty in these 
analyses is how the VOCs may also be changing. Understanding the sensitivity of O3 production 
to NOx and VOC concentrations is a key step in optimizing control strategies in nonattainment 
areas, and this sensitivity will vary significantly in different regions. 

PM2.5 (particulate matter less than 2.5µm diameter ) is also a significant air quality issue 
in the western U.S. Many regions do not meet the NAAQS for PM2.5 and there are significant 
uncertainties in sources, emissions and best control strategies. 

 
Our focus in this decision-making activity is to provide state-of-the-art tools to the 

states that will help them implement rules and emission reductions to improve air quality 
in the most efficient manner possible. 

 
2. Identification of Likely Exceptional Event Days 

 
"Exceptional events are unusual or naturally occurring events that can affect air quality but are 
not reasonably controllable using techniques that tribal, state or local air agencies may 
implement in order to attain and maintain the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). 
Exceptional events may include wildfires, high wind dust events, prescribed fires, stratospheric 
ozone intrusions, and volcanic and seismic activities." (U.S. EPA, 2021a) 

The exceptional event rule allows states to petition the EPA to exclude selected air 
quality events from regulatory consideration. The process requires that individual states invest 
significant resources and amass large amounts of data into a demonstration package. Most states 
have limited resources and technical expertise to apply modern tools, such as satellite 
observations and machine learning models, in the development of these demonstrations. 

Identifying an "exceptional event" for O3 can be challenging in that usually the 
uncontrollable source contributes only a fraction of the surface O3 exceedance level. Mixing of 
upper troposphere–lower stratospheric (UTLS) air down to the surface can contribute up to 40 
ppb to the MDA8 concentration on some days (e.g., Langford et al., 2017). Smoke events 
typically contribute up to about 20 ppb to the MDA8 (e.g., McClure and Jaffe, 2018a; Gong et 
al., 2017; Jaffe et al., 2020). In either case, these uncontrollable sources are sufficient to cause a 
monitor to exceed the daily standard of 70 ppb. 

Identifying an exceptional event for PM2.5, due to smoke or dust, is typically easier than 
for O3, due to the much higher PM2.5 concentrations compared to background levels. But in some 
cases, smoke or dust sources may elevate PM2.5 only a modest amount, making clear attribution 
challenging. 

 
Our focus in this decision-making activity is to provide tools to the states that will 

help them accurately identify and make a strong case for pollution events that are not 
reasonably controllable. 
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Earth Observations 
 

As part of this proposal, we will combine multi-platform Earth observations with ground- 
based observations, meteorological reanalysis, atmospheric composition hindcasts, 
photochemical modeling and machine learning techniques to identify and understand 
controllable and uncontrollable sources of air pollution in the western U.S. 

We will use tropospheric vertical column densities of NO2 and formaldehyde (CH2O), 
tropospheric O3 profiles, as well as aerosol products from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument 
(OMI, 2004–present), the TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI, 2018–present) 
and the upcoming geostationary Tropospheric Emissions: Monitoring of Pollution (TEMPO, 
currently scheduled for launch in late 2022) satellite. These 3 platforms have similar instrument 
concepts, but display increasing spatial resolution (13 km×24 km for OMI, 3.5 km×5.5 km for 
TROPOMI and 2.1 km × 4.4 km for TEMPO) and broader spectral ranges. OMI onboard the 
NASA Aura satellite (Levelt et al., 2006) and TROPOMI on board the Sentinel-5 Precursor 
satellite (Veefkind et al., 2012) are each on a sun-synchronous polar orbit, with local overpass 
times at 13:45 and 13:30 at the equator, respectively. OMI and TROPOMI have swaths of 2,600 
km, providing near daily global coverage. TEMPO will be on geostationary orbit with a field of 
regard over greater North America. Scanning will occur from east to west with hourly revisits. 

The higher spatial resolution of TEMPO and its continuous daytime observations will 
make it an unprecedented platform to examine air quality. However, TEMPO products will not 
be available until partway through this project. We will thus develop our tools using OMI and 
TROPOMI observations, as well as proxy TEMPO simulations, representative of the spatial and 
temporal resolution of TEMPO as applied to chemical transport models 
(https://weather.msfc.nasa.gov/tempo/proxy_data.html). This will enable us to be ready to use 
operational TEMPO data as soon as it becomes available. While the OMI resolution is lower 
than that of the other 2 sensors, its long-term record will be critical to guiding our application of 
TROPOMI and then TEMPO to investigate air quality, in particular the effectiveness of SIPs and 
the identification of exceptional events. We will also use AOD from the Moderate Resolution 
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instruments on board NASA’s Terra and Aqua satellites. 

In addition, we will use hourly surface observations gases (O3, NO2, SO2 and CO) and 
aerosols (PM2.5 and PM10, particulate matter less than 2.5 and 10 µm, respectively) from the EPA 
Air Quality System (AQS) monitoring network. We will also use hourly observations of trace 
gases (O3, NO, NOy and SO2) and weekly observations of ambient composition of PM2.5 from 
the Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTNET). Some sites also have measurements of 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), including CH2O, and these will be useful to compare with 
the satellite products. The Chemical Speciation Network (CSN) and the Interagency Monitoring 
of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) networks report 24-hour mean concentrations of 
PM2.5 composition every third or sixth day. We may also utilize NO2 and O3 observations from 
the TOLNet and PANDORA ground-based networks, which have instruments in California and 
Colorado. 

Another source of information will come from Earth system model simulations. We will 
use meteorological variables, surface O3, and PM2.5 from the MERRA-2 reanalysis on a 0.5o 
×0.625o (~50 km) grid. We will also use trace gas and PM2.5 chemical composition from the 
near-real time high-resolution (~25 km) GEOS-CF global simulation based on the GEOS-5 
global atmospheric general circulation model (Molod et al., 2015) coupled with the GEOS-Chem 
chemistry and aerosol mechanisms. 
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Technical/Scientific/Management 
 

1. Introduction: Air Quality Challenges in the Western States 

Over the past several decades, the emissions of NOx, VOCs, primary particulate matter 
(PM) and secondary PM precursors have all declined considerably, resulting in major air 
pollution benefits (Simon et al., 2015; Jaffe and Chan, 2021; U.S. EPA, 2021b). Nonetheless, 
there are still more than 100 million Americans living in areas where the health-based standards 
are exceeded, a large fraction of which are in the western U.S. Figure 1 shows the number of 
monitor-days1 over the U.S. National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for both PM2.5 
and O3 in the western U.S., California and the rest of the country. In 2020, there were 
approximately 5,800 monitor-days over the daily PM2.5 standard in the U.S., with 5,200 of these 
in the coterminous western U.S. (west of 100oW). For O3, there were approximately 5,149 
monitor-days over the daily standard in 2020, with 4,400 of these in the coterminous western 
U.S. (We note there are approximately 238 individual monitors in the western U.S., 175 of these 
in California and 817 in the rest of the U.S. For PM2.5, there are approximately 179 individual 
monitors in the western U.S., 121 of these in California and 651 in the rest of the U.S.) While 
2020 was somewhat unusual, given the large area of wildfires, even in a relatively low fire year, 
such as 2019, the western U.S. still had 600 monitor-days over the daily PM2.5 standard and 
2,400 monitor-days over the daily O3 standard. In both low and high fire years, the western U.S. 
has a far greater number of exceedance days than the rest of the country. California has the 
largest share of these western exceedance days, however other states in the West also have a 
substantial number of days over the air quality standard compared to the rest of the country. In 
both high and low fire years, locations in the western U.S. dominate the occurrence of 
exceedance days in the U.S. for both PM2.5 and O3. The result is that millions of Americans are 
exposed to unhealthy air pollution. 

 
Figure 1. Number of monitor- 
days1 that exceed the U.S. 
daily National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards (NAAQS) 
for the western U.S., California 
and the rest of the country. Top 
figure shows PM2.5 and lower 
figure shows O3. Here the 
western U.S. is defined as the 
coterminous U.S. west of 100o 
W longitude. Also shown is the 
area burned in the western U.S. 
(WUS) for each year. Surface 
air quality data are from the 
U.S. EPA AirNow site and area 
burned data are from the 
National Interagency Fire 
Center. 

 

1 A monitor-day is defined as an exceedance at one monitor for one day. 
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The causes for elevated pollution in the western U.S. are complex. There are both human 
and natural sources. Human sources include vehicle emissions, power plants, other industrial 
emissions and emissions from agriculture. Natural sources include wildfires, stratospheric O3, 
wind-blown dust and others. Non-domestic anthropogenic sources, such as emissions from Asia, 
Mexico and Canada, make small contributions as well, larger in the border regions. Meteorology 
and geography are also critical factors. In the southwestern U.S., deep convective boundary 
layers play a key role in entraining UTLS air and long-range transported pollution (Zhang et al., 
2011; Langford et al., 2017; Jaffe, 2020). Mountains can impede horizontal advection and 
contribute to strong temperature inversions, both of which trap regional air pollution in cities 
such as Denver, Salt Lake City and Los Angeles. In addition, high-elevation cities are exposed to 
greater concentrations of O3 from the UTLS and from Asia (Langford et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 
2009). Taken together, these human and natural factors explain the high number of exceedance 
days in the West and result in a challenging air quality problem. 

PM2.5 is also a significant issue in the western U.S., particularly during wintertime. Cold 
air stagnation leads to significant build-up of pollutants, which can lead to hazardous air quality 
(e.g., Silcox et al., 2012; Whiteman et al., 2014). While this occurs in many regions, some of the 
worst occurrences are in cities such as Salt Lake City, where strong temperature inversions 
combine with topographic trapping by mountains to produce high concentrations of PM2.5. 
Kuprov et al. (2014) and Franchin et al. (2018) have shown that the winter aerosol in Salt Lake 
City is dominated by NH4NO3, suggesting primary sources from both traffic and industry, for 
NOx, and agriculture, for NH3. Womack et al. (2019) show that the NH4NO3 formation is 
analogous to O3 production in being dependent on both NOx and VOCs, and suggest that PM2.5 
could be reduced by reducing VOCs. In other western locations, wintertime PM2.5 is also 
elevated and residential wood smoke is the dominant contribution (Ying et al., 2009; Ward et al., 
2012; Kotchenruther, 2016). In fact, Fairbanks, AK, has some of the highest wintertime PM2.5 
concentrations in the country, due to residential wood burning and extreme temperature 
inversions (Ward et al., 2012). 

While much progress has been made in improving U.S. air quality, the recent surge in 
large wildfires in the western U.S. (Abatzoglou and Williams, 2016; Balch et al., 2017; Burke et 
al., 2021) has substantially hindered progress in meeting the air quality standards (McClure and 
Jaffe, 2018b). In some locations, daily PM2.5 concentrations reached the highest levels ever seen 
in the U.S. since these measurements began, over 600 µg m-3 in 2017 (Laing and Jaffe, 2019) 
and even higher at some locations in 2020. Additionally, O3 concentrations and the number of 
exceedance days are substantially enhanced during high fire years (McClure and Jaffe, 2018a; 
Jaffe and Chan, 2021). The health impacts from the recent increase in smoke and degraded air 
quality are now well documented (e.g., Borchers Arriagada et al., 2019; Doubleday et al., 2020; 
Gan et al., 2020). Figure 2 shows the pattern in annual fourth highest MDA8 for 32 U.S. non- 
attainment areas (NAAs; Jaffe and Chan, 2021). While the non-western NAAs (n=12) continue 
to show a significant decline, the western regions (n=20) do not show any decline in the last 
decade. Clearly evident is the influence on O3 from large fires in 2018 and 2020, and the 
influence from a low fire year in 2019. 

A key question for understanding smoke impacts on O3 in urban areas is the role of NOx. 
Fire emissions are known to have a very high VOC/NOx emission ratio (Akagi et al., 2011). 
Buysse et al. (2019) show that the additional O3 from smoke in urban areas is likely generated in- 
situ and suggest that the additional VOCs that arrive with the smoke plume, combined with 
urban NOx, result in enhanced O3 production. 
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Given that O3 production depends on NOx and VOCs in a non-linear fashion, satellite 
data show great promise to help tease out this dependence. Martin et al. (2004) first 
demonstrated the capability of CH2O and NO2 vertical tropospheric columns from the GOME 
satellite instrument to detect photochemical O3 regimes. Since then, the CH2O/NO2 ratio has 
been used in many other studies with OMI, GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY(e.g., Duncan et al., 
2010; Choi et al., 2012; Jin and Holloway, 2015; Jin et al., 2020). For example, Jin et al. (2020) 
showed that the satellite-retrieved CH2O/NO2 ratio over the last 2 decades captures the timing 
and location of the transition from VOC-limited to NOx-limited O3 production regimes in major 
U.S. cities. While these results appear reasonable and consistent with our understanding of the 
temporal changes in anthropogenic emissions, there are several complexities that still need to be 
resolved. First is the role that free tropospheric NO2 plays in interpreting these column-derived 
quantities. Silvern et al. (2019) and Qu et al. (2021) point out that as surface anthropogenic 
emissions of NO2 have declined over the past several decades, it is becoming increasingly 
important to consider the contribution from free tropospheric NO2. Additionally, the sources of 
CH2O are not well understood. Biogenic emissions of VOCs, such as isoprene, are the largest 
source of CH2O globally, but at an urban scale the fraction of VOCs from biogenic vs 
anthropogenic sources is much less clear. Harkey et al. (2021) compared OMI CH2O retrievals 
with modeled values reporting much higher values in the southeast U.S., both observed and 
modeled, due to biogenic emissions. But they reported large variations in the modeled values, 
depending on the biogenic emission inventory used. They also reported significant discrepancies 
and a large underestimate in the modeled CH2O values for the western U.S., pointing out the 
limits of our understanding of this key trace gas. 

The sources of O3 and PM2.5 in the western U.S. are many and complex. To make the best 
decisions on controlling O3 and PM2.5, it is critical to understand the emissions and complex 
chemical processes that control their concentrations. Given that the air pollution challenges in the 
West are very different from the rest of the country, this poses a unique and difficult problem for 
regulators. 

 
Figure 2. Annual fourth highest MDA8 O3 

value averaged across 32 non-attainment areas 
(NAAs) in the U.S. For the western U.S. mean, 
there is no significant trend since 2010. For the 
rest of the country, there is a significant drop of 
about 1.1 ppb per year (P<0.05). 

 
 
 
 
 

The Western States Air Resources Council (WESTAR) is a collection of 15 member state 
environmental agencies (see Figure 3). WESTAR's primary objectives are to share information 
on air quality issues in the western U.S. and share resources for problems of common interest. 
WESTAR also plays a key role in advocating for the western states with the U.S. EPA. 
WESTAR was founded in 1988 and has a small permanent staff of 5 that is distributed across 
NM, OR, and CO. The PI has been invited to WESTAR meetings numerous times to present 
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recent research on O3, PM2.5, international sources and smoke 
impacts of relevance to the western states. However, due to their 
limited staff, the need for technical resources, scientific knowledge 
and analyses far outweighs their ability to provide these for the 
states. For this project, we will partner with WESTAR to provide 
knowledge and new tools on western air quality that will utilize 
NASA's outstanding satellite resources. In particular, we will 
develop platforms for using satellite data and machine learning 
that can greatly improve knowledge of western air quality issues. 
We will work closely with WESTAR and the member states to 
identify the highest priority needs. WESTAR has committed 
resources to ensure these tools are sustained into the future. 

 
2. Specific Tasks/Initial Project List 

 

 

Figure 3. The WESTAR region. 

We have identified an initial set of tasks for this project (see Table 1). We will also solicit 
additional ideas from the WESTAR member state air agencies or other groups (e.g., non- 
governmental organizations). These can be prioritized, with WESTAR input, and added to the 
task list. Those activities that have immediate policy/decision deadlines will move to the top of 
the priority list. We will focus on two types of decision-making activities for the western states, 
as described above under Decision-Making Activities: 

1. Contribution to State Implementation Plans (SIPs). 
2. Contribution to Exceptional Event (EE) selection. 

 
Table 1. Initial project task list and contribution to decision-making activity 

 

Task 
# 

Description Contributes 
to SIP 

decision- 
making 
activity 

Contributes 
to EE 

decision- 
making 
activity 

1 Use TROPOMI, OMI and TEMPO products, with other data in a 
machine learning framework, to model O3 at regulatory sites and 
probability that an event is an exceptional event. 

  

2 Use TROPOMI, OMI and TEMPO products with other data to 
evaluate O3 non-linearity with respect to NO2 and CH2O. 

  

3 Use TROPOMI, OMI, TEMPO and MODIS products, with 
other data in a machine learning framework, to understand 
surface PM2.5 at regulatory sites and the chemical and 
meteorological controls on surface concentrations. 

  

4 Use TROPOMI, OMI, TEMPO and MERRA-2 products, with 
other data and 0-d photochemical modeling, to understand the 
role of anthropogenic NOx and VOCs on O3 production, both in 
smoke and non-smoke situations. 

  

5 Use TEMPO data to examine the spatial and temporal patterns 
(e.g., dO3/dt) in TEMPO O3, NO2 and CH2O to help identify 
smoke and upper troposphere–lower stratosphere (UTLS) 
contributions to surface O3. 
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3. Detailed Description for Project Tasks 
 

Task 1: Use TROPOMI, OMI, TEMPO (when it becomes available), GEOS-CF and MERRA-2, 
along with other data in a machine learning framework, to predict surface O3 at individual 
regulatory sites and across a spatial grid. Quantify the typical patterns vs exceptional events and 
use this to develop a probability that an individual event is an "exceptional event", based on the 
published EPA guidance (U.S. EPA, 2021a). 

Machine learning (ML) is a powerful tool for understanding air quality and atmospheric 
chemistry. In a typical application, a pollutant dataset (the predictand) is predicted using a set of 
meteorological and/or chemical inputs. The ML approach starts with the observations and works 
backwards to identify those parameters that are good predictors. This can be done at individual 
receptor locations or across a spatial grid. Importantly, ML models can incorporate linear, non- 
linear and categorical data types. The PI’s team has used this approach extensively to look at 
impacts of fire emissions and meteorology on O3 at numerous sites in the western U.S. (e.g., 
Gong et al., 2107; McClure and Jaffe, 2018a; Jaffe, 2020; 2021). This method is accepted by the 
EPA to support Exceptional Event (EE) demonstrations (U.S. EPA, 2021a) and has been used by 
the PI in one a successful EE demonstration involving transported smoke from fires in the 
northwestern U.S. to Louisiana (LDEQ, 2018). For this work, we will use the random forest ML 
approach. The detailed method and the datasets we will use are described in the Methodology 
section (Section 4). 

In our previous work with ML models, we found that the OMI NO2 columns were a 
significant predictor for the MDA8 O3 in numerous cities in the western U.S. (Jaffe, 2021). By 
including both the NO2 and CH2O columns, possibly along with surface VOC and NO2 data, we 
can examine the sensitivity of O3 at each location against both VOC and NO2 precursors. The 
influence from fire emissions on the O3 MDA8 has been identified by examining the model 
residuals for smoke and non-smoke days (e.g., Gong et al., 2107; McClure and Jaffe, 2018b; 
Jaffe, 2020; 2021). For each model, we will include an extensive array of quality control 
measures, including cross-validation, examination of the significance of individual predictors 
and heteroscedasticity of residuals, as described in previous work (Wood, 2017; Jaffe, 2020; 
2021). 

 
Task 2: Use TROPOMI, OMI and TEMPO (when it becomes available), GEOS-CF and 
MERRA-2 along with other data to evaluate the O3 non-linearity against NO2 and CH2O. Use 
weekend-weekday patterns and 2020 data (reduced NO2 compared to earlier years) to examine 
the linearity or non-linearity in O3 formation. 

We recently examined the 1995–2020 O3-NO2 relationship in 32 major U.S. metropolitan 
regions that exceed the O3 NAAQS (Jaffe and Chan, 2021). What we found is that for many 
eastern U.S. cities, the 2020 summertime NO2 reductions, driven by the COVID-19 induced 
traffic reductions, were sufficient to allow these regions to reach a level consisting with meeting 
the 8-hour 70 ppb O3 standard for the first time. In fact, the O3 reductions were "super-linear", 
meaning that the actual 2020 O3 reductions were greater than would have been predicted for a 
simple linear extrapolation of past observations. This is consistent with a greater O3 production 
efficiency (OPE) at lower NOx concentrations, where OPE is defined as the number of O3 
molecules produced per NOx molecule reacted to other products (Henneman et al., 2017; 
Kleinman et al., 2002). 
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Figure 4 shows an example of the non-linear nature of O3 vs NO2 for Dallas. This uses 
the OMI tropospheric column (TC) NO2 vs the surface O3 MDA8 for the highest O3 site in the 
region (Grapevine Fairway). What can be seen is a positive relationship between OMI NO2 and 
MDA8 O3 up to NO2 column amounts of 5×1015 molecules cm-2. Above this level, the O3 MDA8 
starts to decline. The figure also shows the probability of an O3 exceedance day (MDA8 > 70 
ppb) within each TC NO2 bin, which follows a similar pattern. Further insight may be gleaned by 
examination of weekend-weekday patterns, role of CH2O, and other surface VOC observations 
and incorporation of meteorological variability. In addition, the use of higher resolution 
TROPOMI and TEMPO data (when available) will add significant new insights into these 
relationships for western cities. This type of knowledge will be very useful to states as they 
develop SIPs to reduce O3 by controlling regional emissions. 

 
 

Figure 4. Daily OMI tropospheric 
column (TC) NO2 vs the MDA8 for 
the highest O3 site in Dallas 
(Grapevine Fairway). This analysis 
uses data for May–September for 
2005–2020. The dots show the 
MDA8 O3 (left axis scale, ppb) on 
individual days and the red squares 
show the values binned by TC NO2 
(mean ± SD). The blue diamonds 
show the probability of an O3 
exceedance day (MDA8 > 70 ppb) in 
the same TC NO2 bins (right axis 
scale). 

 
 

Task 3: Use TROPOMI, OMI, TEMPO and MODIS products, with other data in a machine 
learning framework, to understand surface PM2.5 at regulatory sites and the chemical and 
meteorological controls on surface concentrations. 

Some western U.S. cities exceed the PM2.5 standard. For these locations, we can also use 
machine learning models to better understand what controls the daily variability in PM2.5. We 
will use TROPOMI, OMI, MODIS and TEMPO satellite observations, MERRA-2 
meteorological information, and GEOS-CF surface chemical composition products together with 
surface data, similar to Task 1. The random forest machine learning method is described in the 
Methodology section. More specifically, we will examine the role of different PM2.5 components 
and precursors gases in contributing to air quality exceedances. We will also evaluate the role of 
meteorology on surface PM2.5 and identify the meteorological predictors for high PM2.5 days. 

 
Task 4: Use TROPOMI, OMI, TEMPO, MERRA-2 and other data, along with photochemical 
modeling, to understand the role of anthropogenic NOx and VOCs on O3 production, both in 
smoke and non-smoke situations. 

For this work, we will utilize satellite, NASA aircraft and surface observations to 
initialize photochemical box model simulations targeted at smoke and non-smoke conditions. We 
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will use the Framework for 0-D Atmospheric Modeling (F0AM) box model (Wolfe et al., 2016). 
FOAM uses version 3.3.1 of the Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM v3.3.1, 
http://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM). We have previously used F0AM to examine O3 photochemistry 
for a high O3 smoke day in Bakersfield, CA. We examined photochemistry on both a smoke and 
non-smoke day to examine the importance of NOx and VOC precursors in the smoke (Ninneman 
and Jaffe, 2021). Surface and aircraft data, such as from the 2019 NASA-NOAA FIREX-AQ 
campaign, will be important for constraining model boundary conditions and smoke 
concentrations. 

 
Task 5: Examine spatial and temporal patterns (e.g., dO3/dt) in TEMPO O3, NO2 and CH2O 
observations to identify smoke and UTLS contributions to surface O3. 

This task relies mainly on TEMPO data, which will become available in early 2023. 
TEMPO data will provide revolutionary insights into tropospheric chemistry by generating 1–2 
hour time resolution and with high spatial resolution (approximately 8.4 km×4.4 km; higher for 
some products). In addition, TEMPO will provide data on not only the tropospheric column O3, 
but data for the 0–2 km portion of the column. Thus, for the first time, we can look at variations 
in O3, NO2, and CH2O in high temporal and spatial resolution. There are many ways to use this 
data to understand western air quality issues. For example: 

1. The time evolution of boundary-layer O3 will give important clues as to source (both for 
smoke and UTLS). In our previous work, we found that smoke results in a faster morning 
building of O3 (e.g., dO3/dt) than on non-smoke days (Buysse et al., 2019). 

2. The vertical and spatial distribution of O3 will give important information on the sources 
and can show transport from the UTLS. 

3. Mean and diurnal pattern for NO2 and CH2O can provide information on sources and 
NOx-VOC sensitivity, both in rural and urban areas. 

Thus, we expect that TEMPO data will be an outstanding resource for understanding western air 
quality, especially O3. For this reason, it is important that we develop the tools and knowledge 
for its use, specifically to apply to western air quality issues. Initially, we will develop these tools 
using synthetic TEMPO level 2 data derived from chemical transport model output 
(https://weather.msfc.nasa.gov/tempo/data.html). 

 
4. Methodology 

 
4.1 Earth observations, models and other data sources 

 
4.1.1 Satellite observations 

We will use tropospheric vertical column densities of NO2 and CH2O, tropospheric O3 
profiles, as well as aerosol products from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI, 2004– 
present), the TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI, 2018–present) and the 
upcoming geostationary Tropospheric Emissions: Monitoring of Pollution (TEMPO) satellite. 

OMI is a nadir-viewing hyperspectral UV/visible radiometer onboard the NASA Aura 
satellite (Levelt et al., 2006) on a sun-synchronous polar orbit with a local overpass time of 13:45 
at the equator. The swath width of OMI is 2,600 km, enabling global daily coverage with a nadir 
field-of-view size of 13 km×24 km. Since 2007, a physical blockage of entrance optics has 
reduced the global coverage time to two days instead of one. 

http://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM)
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TROPOMI is a push-broom imaging spectrometer that was launched on board the 
Sentinel-5 Precursor satellite in October 2017 (Veefkind et al., 2012). TROPOMI has a local 
overpass time of 13:30 at the equator. The instrument has a swath of 2,600 km providing daily 
coverage, with a high spatial resolution of 3.5 km×7.2 km at nadir (reduced to 3.5 km×5.5 km at 
nadir in August 2019). 

TEMPO (currently scheduled for launch in late 2022) will provide even higher spatial 
resolution (2.1 km×4.4 km) with a field of regard over greater North America. Scanning will 
occur from east to west with hourly revisits. 

Several OMI NO2 tropospheric column retrievals have been developed over the years, 
such as the latest NASA Standard product (Lamsal et al., 2021), the Berkeley High Resolution 
(BEHR) product (Laughner et al., 2019) and the QA4ECV product (Boersma et al., 2018). 
Similarly for HCHO, retrievals are available from NASA (González Abad et al., 2015) and the 
QA4ECV product (Zara et al., 2018). The retrieval algorithms for TROPOMI NO2 and HCHO 
follow the QA4EC product for OMI (De Smedt et al., 2018; van Geffen et al., 2020). For 
consistency, we will thus likely use the QA4EC products for OMI and TROPOMI, but will also 
consider how using the other retrievals impacts our results. TEMPO will report NO2 columns 
(hourly) and HCHO columns (3 times/day) as part of its standard products at its native resolution 
(2.1 km×4.4 km) during the daytime up to 70o SZA (Zoogman et al., 2017). 

The O3 profiles for OMI report partial O3 columns for 24 layers extending from the 
surface to ~0.1 hPa, and typically have 0.5–1 degrees of freedom, usually peaking at 700–500 
hPa (Liu et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2013). TROPOMI currently reports tropospheric O3 columns 
(Heue et al., 2020), and the O3 profiles are expected to be released during 2021 (de Haan, 2015). 
The TEMPO O3 retrieval will combine both UV and visible measurements to improve retrievals 
in the lower troposphere and will report 0–2 km O3, free tropospheric O3 and stratospheric O3 
columns at a resolution of 8.4 km×4.4 km (Zoogman et al., 2017). 

The aerosol products from these three satellites include aerosol optical depth (AOD), 
absorbing AOD (AAOD) and UV aerosol index (UVAI), particularly sensitive to absorbing 
aerosols from fires and dust storms. The NASA OMI aerosol retrieval algorithms (Torres et al., 
2013; Jethva et al., 2018) were combined and applied to TROPOMI (Torres et al., 2020). The 
TEMPO aerosol retrieval will be based on the OMI and TROPOMI retrievals (Zoogman et al., 
2017). 

For fire identification, we will use the Hazard Mapping System Fire and Smoke Product 
measurements, which are derived from multiple satellite images and updated daily (Rolph et al., 
2009; Kaulfus et al., 2017). We will also use AOD from the MODIS instruments on board 
NASA’s Terra and Aqua satellites. The new Multi-Angle Implementation of Atmospheric 
Correction (MAIAC) processing algorithm has allowed the improvement of the spatial resolution 
of MODIS AOD from 10 km×10 km to 1 km×1 km (Lyapustin et al., 2011). 

 
4.1.2 Ground-based observations 

We will use hourly surface observations of trace gases (O3, NO2, SO2 and CO) and 
aerosols (PM2.5 and PM10) from the EPA AQS monitoring network 
(https://www.epa.gov/outdoor-air-quality-data). VOC data, including HCHO concentrations, are 
available from some sites in this network. We will use hourly observations of O3, NO, NOy and 
SO2 from CASTNET. In addition, CASTNET measures ambient composition of PM2.5 as well as 
HNO3 integrated over a week. We will also use measurements from the CSN and the IMPROVE 
networks, which report 24-hour mean concentrations of PM2.5 composition every third or sixth 

http://www.epa.gov/outdoor-air-quality-data)
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day. CASTNET and IMPROVE sites are primarily in rural locations away from emission sources 
and densely populated regions, while AQS and CSN sites tend to be located in urban and 
suburban locations. 

As part of this proposal we will also examine information from the Tropospheric Ozone 
Lidar Network (TOLNet), which provides high-resolution O3 profiles in the troposphere at 
multiple locations in North America (https://www-air.larc.nasa.gov/missions/TOLNet/), 
including in the western U.S.; the Table Mountain tropospheric ozone differential absorption 
lidar (DIAL) at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (McDermid et al., 2002); and the Tunable 
Optical Profiler for Aerosol and oZone (TOPAZ) lidar at NOAA's Earth System Research 
Laboratory (ESRL) (Alvarez et al., 2011). These high spatiotemporal resolution measurements 
will be particularly useful for case studies investigating exceptional event days with potential 
influence from stratosphere-to-troposphere exchange (Sullivan et al., 2015), or transport of 
polluted air masses (Sullivan et al., 2016). The PANDORA network of ground-based 
spectrometers measures total and free-tropospheric columns of NO2 using direct sun, direct 
moon and sky radiance observations (Herman et al., 2009). It includes several sites in California 
and in Colorado, which will also be useful for investigating exceptional event days. 

 
4.1.3 Earth system models 

We will use meteorological fields and atmospheric composition from the NASA Modern- 
Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA-2) reanalysis 
(Gelaro et al., 2017), which is produced by the NASA Global Modeling and Assimilation Office 
(GMAO). MERRA-2 is based on the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS) version 5 global 
atmospheric general circulation model (Molod et al., 2015), with a horizontal resolution of 
0.5°×0.625° and 72 vertical levels. To inform our machine learning algorithms, we will use 
MERRA-2 meteorological fields such as surface temperature, pressure, PBL height, shortwave 
radiation flux, precipitation or low cloud fraction, which are available over the satellite era 
(1980–present). 

In addition to assimilating meteorological observations, the MERRA-2 reanalysis 
assimilates satellite observations of O3 and AOD. In particular, MERRA-2 assimilates O3 
profiles and O3 columns from NOAA satellites as well as from the Aura satellite (Wargan et al., 
2017). O3 is calculated in MERRA-2 by using monthly mean O3 production rates and loss 
frequencies from a two-dimensional chemistry model. Since the O3 information assimilated is 
mainly from the stratosphere, MERRA-2 provides useful high-resolution information for 
examining stratospheric-rich O3 intrusions (Jaeglé et al., 2017) and their impact on surface O3 air 
quality exceedances (Knowland et al., 2017). The MERRA-2 O3 will be valuable for our 
identification of exceptional event days due to stratospheric O3 transport. An example of this 
type of analysis is shown in Figure 5, which compares the observed surface O3 on June 9, 2015, 
at 10 am MST with MERRA-2 values. On this date, many surface monitors in California, 
Nevada, Utah and Colorado exceeded the 70 ppb MDA8 value. The broad spatial scale for the O3 
event, including high O3 at many non-urban locations, and the vertical distribution of O3 in 
MERRA-2 strongly point to a stratospheric source. Further evaluation of the spatial, temporal 
and vertical evolution of events like this, for example with TEMPO data, will add even more 
confidence in our assessments. 
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Figure 5. O3 values on 
June 9, 2015, at 10 am 
MST. Left panel shows 
observations from EPA 
AQS monitors (colored 
circles) along with the 
MERRA-2 values on the 
same color scale. Right 
panel shows height- 
latitude cross section at 
a fixed longitude of 
113oW from MERRA-2 
(shown by dotted line in 
left figure). 

 
 

MERRA-2 assimilates AOD from several satellite instruments (MODIS Terra and Aqua, 
AVHRR, MISR) as well as ground-based platforms (Randles et al., 2017). Aerosols in MERRA- 
2 are simulated with the Goddard Chemistry, Aerosol, Radiation, and Transport model 
(GOCART; Colarco et al., 2010), which includes sulfate, dust, sea salt, black carbon and organic 
carbon aerosols. Both natural and anthropogenic sources of aerosols are included. Of particular 
interest to this proposal, daily biomass burning emissions are from the MODIS Fire Radiative 
Power (RFP) retrievals using the Quick Fire Emission Dataset (QFED) emissions (Darmenov 
and Da Silva, 2015). The MERRA-2 PM2.5 concentrations generally compare well to EPA-AQS 
and IMPROVE observations over the western U.S., with the largest biases occurring during 
winter (Buchard et al., 2017). Over the Southwest, the underestimate of PM2.5 in MERRA-2 is 
likely due to the lack of nitrate chemistry in GOCART, while in the Northwest it is related to an 
underestimate in carbonaceous aerosols, likely from residential burning. 

More recently, the GMAO has started generating the NASA GEOS Composition Forecast 
(GEOS-CF, Knowland et al., 2020, Keller et al., 2021), which provides global hindcast and near- 
real-time forecasts of atmospheric composition at a horizontal resolution of 0.25 degrees (~25 
km). GEOS-CF uses the GEOS atmospheric general circulation model and includes state-of-the 
art atmospheric composition simulation from the GEOS-Chem (http://geos-chem.org) chemical 
transport model. The model chemistry scheme includes detailed HOx-NOx-BrOx-VOC-O3 
chemistry as well as mass concentrations of all major aerosol components—dust, black carbon, 
organic carbon, sea salt, sulfate, nitrate and ammonium. The chemistry scheme in GEOS-CF is 
thus more complete compared to MERRA-2. Similar to MERRA-2, biomass burning emissions 
in GEOS-CF are from near-real time satellite-based emissions and satellite observations of O3 
are assimilated; however, AOD is not assimilated in GEOS-CF using the GEOS-Chem aerosol 
scheme. The GEOS-CF is available from 2018 until present and is continuously being generated. 
GEOS-CF generally reproduces the spatiotemporal variability of air pollutants in many regions 
of the world, and captures high pollution events (Keller et al., 2021). As part of our project, we 
will use GEOS-CF hourly surface concentrations of O3, NO2, CO and PM2.5 and its chemical 
components. 

As described in task 4 above, we will use the Framework for 0-D Atmospheric 
Modeling (F0AM) box model (Wolfe et al., 2016) with a goal to better understand the controls 
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on urban O3 for smoke and non-smoke days. The measured satellite, aircraft data (for selected 
cases when available) and surface precursors will be used to constrain and initialize the model 
concentrations. We will constrain the total NOx concentrations to hourly observations, while 
the NO/NO2 ratio will be calculated by the model chemistry. We will incorporate a realistic 
suite of anthropogenic VOCs, for the non-smoke cases, and an additional set of 40+ 
compounds to reflect the large number of reactive VOCs in smoke plumes, as described by 
Ninneman and Jaffe (2021). 

 
4.2 Machine learning/Random forest methodology 

Various methods have been used to predict the spatiotemporal distribution of surface air 
pollutants like surface PM2.5, NO2 and O3. These methods include chemical transport models 
(CTMs), geostatistical and land use regression models and machine learning models. The use of 
CTMs is limited by the quality of the emission inventories used, the knowledge of chemical 
reactions and the transport parameters. They are also computationally expensive. Land use 
regression models often combine satellite observations to improve predictions of the 
spatiotemporal distribution of surface air quality. Some approaches use information from satellite 
observations of AOD, chemical transport models and air quality monitors in linear regression 
models to predict surface PM2.5 concentrations (van Donkelaar et al., 2010; 2015). Similar 
approaches have been used to predict surface concentrations of NO2 using satellite observation 
of NO2 columns (Larkin et al., 2017; Young et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2012). These regression 
models often add land use information (such as population density, roads, surface elevation, 
vegetation) and meteorological parameters. An important disadvantage of linear regression 
models is that they cannot include non-linear relationships between predictors (satellite 
observations, models, meteorological and land-use parameters) and surface PM2.5, NO2 or O3. 

Another approach is to use machine learning models, such as random forests or neural 
networks, which can better handle complex, and non-linear, relationships between response and 
predictor variables (Reid et al., 2015; Di et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2020). Relative to regression 
models, some of the strengths of nonparametric machine learning algorithms are that they 
involve fewer and less restrictive assumptions on the independence of variables and that there is 
no need to define a strict set of relationships among variables (Breiman, 2001). As a result, these 
machine learning models often display high prediction accuracy for surface air quality (Hu et al., 
2017; Zhan et al., 2018a, b; Di et al., 2016; Gong et al., 2017; Jaffe, 2020; 2021). Compared to 
other machine learning algorithms, such as neural network, random forests have the advantage of 
providing tools to measure the prediction strength of each variable, and thus are particularly 
suitable to understand controlling parameters in air pollution events. 

Random forests are a supervised machine learning algorithm that uses an ensemble of 
decision trees to build a predictive model. Each tree is constructed using the best split for each 
node among a set of predictors randomly chosen at that node. In the end, a majority vote is taken 
for prediction. Two key variables are tuned to optimize performance: the number of decision 
trees and the number of predictors randomly selected at each decision split. A 10-fold cross- 
validation technique is often applied to develop and validate the prediction results: the training 
set is randomly divided into 10 subsets, with 9 subsets used to build the model and 1 subset used 
to validate the model performance. This is repeated 10 times until each subset is tested. The 
importance of each variable to the final prediction can be assessed in the process. This helps to 
select which variables are most important in reducing prediction errors. A useful approach is to 
iteratively fit random forests, building a new forest at each iteration after discarding variables 
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with the smallest variable-importance values (Hu et al., 2017). This then leads to identify the 
most useful predictor variables. The influence of individual predictors can be investigated in 
random forests with partial dependence plots, which examine how the prediction varies as a 
function of an individual predictor (with all other predictors kept fixed). 

For our application to air quality, we will use the ensemble of ground-based monitoring 
sites for our training set. For each monitoring site, we will assign the geographically 
corresponding predictor variables: MERRA-2 meteorological fields, satellite data (NO2, CH2O, 
O3, AOD), model variables (such as emissions or surface concentrations) and land use 
parameters (population density, road density, vegetation, elevation, etc.). A different random 
forests algorithm will be developed to predict key predictands separately, such as daily PM2.5 
(and its chemical components), daily max 1h O3 or MDA8 O3. We will examine whether 
dividing the training set into different regions and/or seasons improves the random forests 
performance. The algorithm will first be applied at individual monitors in the western U.S. and 
then be applied for the entire western U.S. using the optimized set of predictor variables. Based 
on past work, we expect that performance will be best at urban/suburban sites with high O3 or 
PM2.5 (Gong et al., 2017). 

Random forests can also be used to decouple the role of emissions and external factors, 
such as meteorology (e.g., temperature, boundary layer height, wind speed) or smoke. In 
particular, random forests meteorological normalization has been applied to Switzerland, Beijing 
and the UK to separate the impact of policy interventions and meteorological variations on air 
quality (Grange and Carslaw, 2019; Grange et al., 2018; Vu et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020). In 
this meteorological normalization approach (Grange et al., 2018), a new set of input predictors 
(temperature, wind speed, relative humidity, etc.) is randomly generated from the original data 
set for each site and each day. This is repeated 1,000 times. The random forests algorithm 
predicts the concentration of a pollutant for each site and each day 1,000 times. By averaging 
these 1,000 concentrations, the weather-normalized concentration is obtained for that day. Any 
changes in the weather-normalized pollutant concentrations can then be attributed to non- 
meteorological factors, such as policy-driven changes in emissions. This approach can help 
quantify the effectiveness of air quality policies by removing the influence of meteorology 
variations. It can also isolate the specific role of meteorology in causing variations in air 
pollutant concentrations. 

Sometimes spatially averaged satellite observations (~25–50 km) can have a higher 
prediction performance compared to finer resolution (10–20 km), and we will thus examine 
whether level-3 gridded satellite products perform better than level-2 products (Zhan et al., 
2018b). One of the issues with previous approaches using satellite observations of AOD or NO2 
to predict surface PM2.5 and NO2 concentrations is that there is a temporal mismatch between the 
satellite observations acquired during the overpass time and the surface observation (which are 
often daily). We will examine whether instead of directly using satellite observations of AOD, 
using daily MERRA-2 AOD, which assimilates satellite AOD, helps improve the results. 
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Performance Measures 
 

The following measures can be used to gauge success of this project: 
 

1. Number of WESTAR and/or state agency project ideas submitted. Target goal = 4   
per year. 

2. Number of WESTAR and/or state agency personnel trained on new tools. Target 
goal = 10 per year in years 2 and 3. 

3. Number of times our new tools are used in SIPs or exceptional event 
documentation. Target goal = 2 per year in years 2 and 3. 

4. Number of scientific publications submitted at the conclusion of each year of the 
project. Target goal = 2. 
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Anticipated Results/Improvements 
 

The "baseline" functioning of most state agencies is minimal use of satellite 
resources and machine learning to understand air quality. In developing SIPs, state 
agencies typically rely on chemical transport models, which depend critically on the 
accuracy of (1) the emission inventories; (2) the chemical processing; (3) the transport; and, 
(4) the boundary conditions. Given these uncertainties, agencies are often left to make only 
rough estimates as to the optimal control strategies. For exceptional events, most state 
agencies have few tools at hand to evaluate the likelihood that a day was caused by an 
uncontrollable source and even fewer tools to demonstrate conclusively that this is true. 
Figure 2 shows that NAAs in the western U.S. have made little progress on meeting the O3 
NAAQS over the past decade. 

By integrating Earth observations in data-driven machine learning tools and 0-d 
photochemical models, we will examine the sensitivity of surface O3 to NOx and VOC 
emissions. This will provide crucial information to WESTAR and its 15 member states to 
optimize their state implementation plans. Combining Earth observations with machine learning 
tools will allow us to examine the dominant factors influencing PM2.5 concentrations and its 
chemical speciation. Separating out the relative influence of sources of organic aerosol, sulfate 
and nitrate will provide information for decision making leading to PM2.5 reductions. 

The random forests meteorological normalization approach will enable WESTAR and air 
quality agencies to take into account the role of meteorology and more accurately assess the 
impact of emissions reductions on PM2.5 and O3 without the confounding variability due to 
meteorology. 

The integration of Earth observations will also systematically identify and quantify 
exceptional event days in O3 and/or PM2.5 that are due to noncontrollable sources such as the 
influence of fires, high wind dust events or stratospheric O3 transport. This will help states 
demonstrate the role of these noncontrollable sources in exceptional events compared to typical 
patterns. 

We note that this project and the specific tasks we have identified at present, should be 
considered at NASA Application Readiness Levels (ARLs) of 2. Level 2 milestones are: 

 
1. Independent application components formulated and created. 
2. Decision-making activity to be enhanced by the application identified. 
3. Plans to better characterize the decision-making activity developed. 

 
We believe these milestones have been met through the plans presented in the proposal and as 
such the project activities are at ARL level 2 or higher. 

At the conclusion of this project, we fully expect to reach at least ARL level 8 or higher. 
Level 8 milestones are: 

 
1. Finalized application system tested, proven operational, and shown to operate as expected 

within user’s environment. 
2. Application qualified and approved by user for use in decision-making activity. 
3. User documentation and training completed. 
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Transition and Sustainability Plan 
 

As part of this project, we will develop machine learning tools using Earth observations, 
meteorology, land use, population and model output to predict surface concentrations of PM2.5 
and O3 in the western U.S., as described in tasks 1–5. We note that WESTAR and state agency 
input could modify the prioritization of these tasks, as noted above. Once the methodologies for 
each task have been developed, we will implement them on a dedicated server at the University 
of Washington, which will automatically retrieve all the relevant predictor variables, such as 
satellite observations and meteorological variables, as soon as they are available. We will work 
with WESTAR to identify the best manner in which they can access the information, either 
through a website that can interactively plot the results for specific days and sites, or by 
providing access to download the results and analyze them inhouse. The two postdoctoral 
fellows will spend time with WESTAR staff to train them in using the results of the machine 
learning algorithms and other tools. We will provide training opportunities to WESTAR and 
member state agencies in years 2 and 3 of the project. WESTAR has committed long-term 
support to maintain these tools, either through hiring dedicated staff or contracting this work out 
with annual training opportunities for their member state agencies. 
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Project Management 
 

The PI (Jaffe) and co-I (Jaeglé) will manage all aspects of the project and supervise the 
two postdoctoral fellows. One postdoctoral fellow will focus on developing the machine 
learning tools (tasks 1 and 5), and the other will work on direct interpretation of the satellite 
and other data, as described in tasks 2–4. Both postdoctoral fellows will work with data science 
experts at the University of Washington’s eScience Institute (https://escience.washington.edu/) 
so as to leverage state-of-the-art data science tools and best practices in machine learning for 
the proposed work. The PI, co-I, and the postdoctoral fellows will interface with WESTAR and 
member state agencies. WESTAR will provide a platform for interacting with the member state 
agencies and agrees to provide long-term support for the tools developed in this project. 

 
Schedule 

 
Year 1 (approximately January 1, 2022–December 31, 2022): 

i. Project begins; conference call with all WESTAR staff to discuss implementation. 
These will continue at least quarterly for the duration of the project. 

ii. Presentation at WESTAR meeting to introduce project to all member state agencies. 
Solicit ideas for additional tasks from state agency personnel. Work with WESTAR to 
prioritize task list. 

iii. Begin work on tasks 1 and 2 and/or other tasks as identified by WESTAR and state 
agency personnel. 

 
Year 2 (approximately January 1, 2023–December 31, 2023): 

i. Continue WESTAR conference calls. Continue presentations at annual WESTAR 
meetings. Continue to solicit new project ideas from state agencies. 

ii. One or more project personnel have extended visit to WESTAR to work on project 
tools. 

iii. Complete work on tasks 1 and 2 (and/or other tasks). Present tools to WESTAR and 
state agencies. Provide training in their use through a focused workshop. 

iv. Begin work on tasks 3–5, using TEMPO data, which will become available in 2023. 
v. Submit one or more papers to peer-reviewed scientific/technical and/or environmental 

management journals. 
 

Year 3 (approximately January 1, 2024–December 31, 2024): 
i. Continue WESTAR conference calls. Continue presentations at annual WESTAR 

meetings. Continue to solicit new project ideas from state agencies. 
ii. One or more project personnel have extended visit to WESTAR to work on project 

tools. 
iii. Complete work on tasks 3–5. Present tools to WESTAR and state agencies. Provide 

training in their use through a focused workshop. 
iv. Finalize project tools for WESTAR and state agency use. Implement transition to 

WESTAR control and maintenance of the tools. 
v. Submit one or more papers to peer-reviewed scientific/technical and/or environmental 

management journals. 
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Statements from End-User Organizations 

Letter from WESTAR 
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Letter from Utah DEQ 
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Letter from Colorado DPHE 
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Letter from Aaron Naeger, TEMPO Science Team 
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Budget Justification: Narrative and Details 
 

A. Senior Personnel 
Dan Jaffe, PI (1 month summer each year) – PI Jaffe will provide overall direction for the project 
and directly supervise (with the Co-I) both postdoctoral fellows. The PI will be responsible for 
all coordination with WESTAR and the stage agencies. The PI will also be directly involved in 
analysis of satellite data, development of the machine learning tools and publications. 

 
Lyatt Jaeglé, Co-I (1 month summer each year) – 
Co-I Jaeglé will work with the PI to provide overall direction for the project and directly 
supervise (with the PI) both postdoctoral fellows. The Co-I will also help coordinate project 
activities with WESTAR and the stage agencies. The Co-I will be directly involved in analysis 
of satellite data, machine learning and publications and will also lead the activities for online 
analysis tools. 

 
B. Other Personnel 
Postdoctoral Associates (2 postdocs for 12 months each, each year) – 
One postdoctoral associate will work primarily on developing the machine learning tools and one 
will work primarily developing strategies for use of satellite data for exceptional events and other 
tasks. Both postdoctoral associates will also help develop the online analysis tools and work on 
publications. 

 
Technical assistant (0.83 month each year) – The technical assistant will provide additional 
support for the project by assisting with communications to WESTAR, organizing training 
workshops with WESTAR and the state agencies, editing of publications and assist with 
development and evaluation of the website for the analysis tools. 
Fringe Benefits 

The University of Washington has negotiated fringe rates with the Department of Health and 
Human Services. Fringes include, as applicable based on employment position, FICA, 
retirement, health insurance and workers’ compensation. Rates for this proposal: faculty – 
23.6%, Post Doc = 23.6%, Other = 30%. 
C. Equipment 
N/A 
D. Travel 
Travel is budgeted for 4 person-trips per year to WESTAR annual meetings (locations vary, 
estimated at 1.5k per person-trip), plus 2 person-trips per year to NASA Science Team meetings 
(estimated at 2k per person trip) and one health or air quality user/management-oriented 
conference (estimated at 2k per person trip). 

E. Participant/Trainee Support Costs 
N/A 
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Facilities and Equipment 
 

We have available office space to conduct this investigation. We have requested funding 
for two computers for the postdoctoral fellows to analyze satellite and ground-based 
observations, use global model output and conduct 0D photochemical modeling. Additional 
analysis will be conducted on local multiprocessor computers in the Department of Atmospheric 
Sciences at the University of Washington. Two general IT specialists in the Department of 
Atmospheric Sciences maintain the computing, data management and data analysis software. 
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Curriculum Vitae: Principal Investigator Daniel Jaffe 
 

Professional Preparation  
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Cambridge, MA Chemistry B.S. 1979 
University of Washington Seattle, WA Chemistry M.S. 1983 
University of Washington Seattle, WA Chemistry Ph.D. 1987 

 
Appointments 
Professor of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (University of Washington 

Bothell, Bothell, WA) and Atmospheric Sciences (University of Washington, Seattle, 
WA), September 1997–present. 

Chair of the Physical Sciences Division, School of STEM, University of Washington Bothell, 
Bothell, WA, September 2013–present. 

Assistant, Associate, Full Professor of Chemistry, University of Alaska Fairbanks, Fairbanks, 
AK, Department of Chemistry/Geophysical Institute, September 1987–September 1997. 

 
Selected recent publications (total peer-reviewed publications <200, h-index = 66) 
1. Lee, H.; Chang, L.; Jaffe, D.; Bak, J.; Liu, X.; Abad, G.; Jo, H.; Jo, Y.; Lee, J.; Kim, C. 

(2021). Ozone Continues to Increase in East Asia Despite Decreasing NO2: Causes and 
Abatements. Remote Sens. 2021, 13(11), 2177. 

2. Flynn M.T., Mattson E.J., Jaffe D.A., and Gratz L.E. (2021). Spatial patterns in summertime 
surface ozone in the southern Front Range of the Rocky Mountains, USA. Elementa 9 (1), 
00104, doi: 10.1525/elementa.2020.00104. 

3. Hu C., Kang P., Jaffe D.A., Li C., Zhang X., Wu K., and Zhou M. (2021) Understanding the 
impact of meteorology on ozone in 334 cities of China. Atmos. Envir. 248, 118221, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosenv.2021.118221. 

4. Jaffe D.A., O’Neill S.M., Larkin N.K., Holder A.L, Peterson D.L., Halofsky J.E. and 
Rappold A.G. (2020). Wildfire and prescribed burning impacts on air quality in the United 
States, J Air and Waste Mgt. Assn., doi: 10.1080/10962247.2020.1749731. 

5. Kurz A.Y., Blum J.D., Gratz L.E., and Jaffe D.A. (2020). Contrasting Controls on the Diel 
Isotopic Variation of Hg- at Two High Elevation Sites in the Western United States. Environ. 
Sci. Technol. 54 (17), 10502-10513, doi: 10.1021/acs.est.0c01918. 

6. Buysse C.E. Kaulfus A. Nair U. and Jaffe D.A. (2019). Relationships between particulate 
matter, ozone, and nitrogen oxides during urban smoke events in the western US. Environ. 
Sci. Technol., doi: 10.1021/acs.est.9b05241. 

7. Laing J.R., Jaffe D.A. and Sedlacek A.J.III. (2019). Comparison of Filter-based Absorption 
Measurements of Biomass Burning Aerosol and Background Aerosol at the Mt. Bachelor 
Observatory. Aer. Air Qual. Res, doi: 10.4209/aaqr.2019.06.0298. 

8. Zhou, S., Collier, S., Jaffe, D. A., and Zhang, Q. (2019). Free tropospheric aerosols at the Mt. 
Bachelor Observatory: more oxidized and higher sulfate content compared to boundary layer 
aerosols, Atmos. Chem. Phys., 19, 1571-1585, doi: 10.5194/acp-19-1571-2019. 

9. Baylon, P., Jaffe, D.A., Hall, S.R., Ullmann, K., Alvarado, M.J., and Lefer, B.L. 
(2018). Impact of biomass burning plumes on photolysis rates and ozone formation at the 
Mount Bachelor Observatory. J Geophys Res Atmos 123, 2272–2284, doi: 
10.1002/2017JD027341. 

10. Jaffe, D.A., Cooper, O.R., Fiore, A.M., Henderson, B.H., Tonneson, G.S., Russell, A.G., 
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Henze, D.K., Langford, A.O., Lin, M, and Moore, T. (2018). Scientific assessment of 
background ozone over the U.S.: Implications for air quality management. Elem Sci Anth 6, 
56, doi: 10.1525/elementa.309. 

11. McClure, C.D., and Jaffe, D.A. (2018). US particulate matter air quality improves except in 
wildfire-prone areas. Proc Natl Acad Sci 115, 7901–7906, doi:10.1073/pnas.1804353115. 

12. Zhang, L. and Jaffe, D.A. (2017). Trends and sources of ozone and sub-micron aerosols at 
the Mt. Bachelor Observatory (MBO) during 2004-2015. Atmos Environ 165, 143–154, doi: 
10.1016/j.atmosenv.2017.06.042. 

13. Baylon, P., Jaffe, D.A., de Gouw, J., and Warneke, C. (2017). Influence of long-range 
transport of Siberian biomass burning at the Mt. Bachelor Observatory during the Spring of 
2015. Aerosol Air Qual Res 17, 2751–2761, doi: 10.4209/aaqr.2017.06.0213. 

 
Synergistic Activities 
Professor Jaffe teaches courses in chemistry, environmental and atmospheric chemistry and 
global environmental issues. He integrates research and active learning elements into his 
teaching in order to bring the excitement of science to his students. He has been an active 
participant on a number of U.S. and international task forces and panels on global pollution, 
including task forces organized by the Hemispheric Transport of Air Pollutants (HTAP) 
program, NASA, NSF, NAS, AMAP, EPA and the Columbia River Gorge Commission. 

 
Selected for National Academy of Sciences panel on "The Significance of International 
Transport of Air Pollutants" BASC-U-07-01-A, National Academy of Sciences/National 
Research Council. June 2008. Chapter lead for chapters on ozone and mercury for UNEP-HTAP 
2007 report. Named the Fulbright Distinguished Chair in Environmental Sciences at Parthenope 
University of Naples for 2014. First UW-Bothell Distinguished Research, Scholarship, and 
Creative Activity Award (DRSCA) given in 2014. Selected as scientific expert/advisor for EPA 
Clean Air Science Advisory Committee (CASAC) in 2020. 

 
Key Discoveries and Accomplishments 
 Over 200 scientific papers and reports; h-index of 66 (Google scholar). 
 Principal investigator on more than 31 projects (total >$9 million) with funding from 

NSF, EPA, NOAA, NASA, USGS and industry groups. 
 Lead author for numerous reviews and assessments on ozone, mercury and smoke 

impacts on U.S. air quality. 
 Discovery of transport of Asian air pollution to North America. 
 Establishment and long-term operation of the Mt. Bachelor Observatory, the only long- 

term high elevation atmospheric chemistry research site on the west coast of the U.S. 
 Participant and chapter lead for National Academy of Sciences study on global air 

pollution. 
 Development of new analytical methods to measure atmospheric Hg(II) compounds. 
 Identification of a significant underestimate of mercury emissions from Asia. 
 Development of new metrics to quantify smoke impacts on air quality in the western U.S. 
 Development of new methods to quantify ozone impacts from wild land fires in the 

western U.S. 

Updated June 2021 
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Curriculum Vitae: Co-Principal Investigator Lyatt Jaeglé 
 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Professor (2011–present), Associate Professor (2006–2011), Assistant Professor (2000–2006), 

Department of Atmospheric Sciences, University of Washington 
Invited Professor (2009–2010), Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland 
Research Associate (1999–2000) and Postdoctoral Fellow (1996–1999), Department of Earth and 

Planetary Sciences, Harvard University 
EDUCATION 
Diplôme d’Ingenieur (1992), Ecole Centrale de Lille, Villeneuve d’Ascq, France 
Ph.D. (1996) and M.S. (1992), Environmental Engineering Science, California Institute of 

Technology 
AWARDS 
NSF CAREER Award (2003–2008). NASA New Investigator Award (2001–2004). 
NASA Group Achievement Awards: INTEX-B, INTEX-A, SONEX, ASHOE/MAESA, SPADE. 
Editor's Citation for Excellence in Refereeing, JGR – Atmospheres (2003). 
RELEVANT SCIENTIFIC, TECHNICAL AND MANAGEMENT PERFORMANCE 
• Co-P.I. and lead chemical forecaster on NSF’s WINTER and NOMADSS aircraft campaigns; 

member of the chemical forecasting team for NASA’s ARCTAS, INTEX-A and INTEX-B; 
NOAA’s ITCT2K2. 

• Member of the GEOS-Chem Steering Committee (2010–2013). 
• Member of the NASA Earth Science Senior Review for the Mission Extension of Earth Science 

Operating Missions (2015 and 2017); Advisory board of the NCAR Atmospheric Chemistry 
Observations & Modeling Laboratory (2015–2017). 

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS (out of >90 publications, h-index: 40) 
Haskins, J. D., Jaeglé, L., and Thornton, J. A. Significant decrease in wet deposition of 

anthropogenic chloride across the eastern United States, 1998–2018. Geophys. Res. Lett., 47, 2020. 
Huang, J., Jaeglé, L., et al. Evaluating the impact of blowing snow sea salt aerosol on 

springtime BrO and O3 in the Arctic, Atmos. Chem. Phys., 20, 7335–7358, 2020. 
Haskins, J. D., Lopez-Hilfiker, F. D., Thornton, J. A., Jaeglé, L., et al., Anthropogenic control 

on wintertime oxidation of atmospheric pollutants. Geophys. Res. Lett., 46, 14826-14835, 2019. 
Shah, V., Jaeglé, et al., Widespread pollution from secondary sources of organic aerosols 

during winter in the northeastern United States. Geophys. Res. Lett., 46, 2974–2983, 2019. 
Jaeglé, L., et al., Nitrogen oxides emissions, chemistry, deposition, and export over the 

Northeast United States during the WINTER aircraft campaign. J. Geophys. Res. 123, 2018. 
Shah, V., Jaeglé, L., et al., Chemical feedbacks weaken the wintertime response of particulate 

sulfate and nitrate to emissions reductions over the Eastern U.S., PNAS, 201803295, 2018. 
Huang, J., Jaeglé, L., Shah, V. Using CALIOP to constrain blowing snow emissions of sea salt 

aerosols over Arctic and Antarctic sea ice. Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 16253-1626, 2018. 
Jaeglé, L., et al. Multi-year composite view of ozone enhancements and stratosphere-to- 

troposphere transport in dry intrusions of northern hemisphere extratropical cyclones, J. Geophys. 
Res., 122, 13,436–13,457, 2017. 
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Current/Pending Support 

Current Support: D. Jaffe 

Title: “Wildfire Impacts on O3 and Particulate Matter in Urban Areas of the Western US” 
P.I. Daniel Jaffe 
Sponsor: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
Award Number: NA17OAR431001 
Project Dates: 7/1/2017 – 6/30/2021  
PI effort: 1 month each year 

 
Title: “Collaborative Research: Aerosols, Nitrogen Oxides, and Ozone from Wildfires and 
Global Pollution at the Mt. Bachelor Observatory” 
P.I. Daniel Jaffe 
Sponsor: National Science Foundation (NSF) 
Award Number: AGS-1829896 
Project Dates: 9/1/2018 – 8/31/2021  
PI effort: 1 month each year 

 
Title: “Sampling of VOCs and Oxygenated VOCs in Houston” 
P.I. Daniel Jaffe 
Sponsor: University of Texas, Austin / Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
Award Number: UTA20-000426 
Project Dates: 2/25/2020 – 9/30/2021  
PI effort: 0.33 month each period 

 
Title: “Support for Flask and In-Situ Observations at the Mt. Bachelor Observatory” 
P.I. Daniel Jaffe 
Sponsor: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
Award Number: 1305M320PNRMJ0293P21001 
Project Dates: 6/15/2020 – 5/31/2022  
PI effort: no effort 

 
Pending Support: D. Jaffe 

 
none 
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Current Support: Lyatt Jaeglé 
 

Project Title: Towards an improved understanding of winter air pollution 
PI: Lyatt Jaeglé 
Agency/Program: NSF – Atmospheric Chemistry 
Grant/Award # AGS-1901786 
Program Manager: Sylvia A. Edgerton, (703) 292-8522, sedgerto@nsf.gov 
Period Covered: 06/01/2019 – 05/31/2022 
Person-months: 1.5 months summer (Years 1–3 each) 

 
Project Title: Sea ice sources of sea salt aerosols and their impact on bromine 

chemistry in the Arctic and Antarctic troposphere 
PI: Lyatt Jaeglé 
Agency/Program: NASA – CALIPSO/CloudSat 
Grant/Award # 80NSSC19K1273 
Program Manager: David Considine, (202) 358-2277, david.b.considine@nasa.gov 
Period Covered: 07/12/2019 – 07/11/2022 
Person-months: 1.5 months summer (Years 1–3) 

 
Project Title: Global distribution and origin of atmospheric perchlorate: Novel 

insights from NASA airborne campaigns 
PI: Lyatt Jaeglé (co-Is: Jose Jimenez, Pedro Campuzano-Jost) 
Agency/Program: NASA - ACCDAM 
Program Manager: Richard Eckman, (202) 358-2567, Richard.S.Eckman@nasa.gov 
Period Covered: 7/1/2021– 6/30/2024 
Person-months: 1 month (Year 1); 0.5 month (Years 2–3) 

 
Project Title: Collaborative Research: The Greater NY Oxidant, Trace gas, Halogen 

and Aerosol Airborne Mission (GOTHAAM) 
PI: Joel A. Thornton (L. Jaeglé, co-I) 
Agency/Program: NSF – Atmospheric Chemistry 
Program Manager: Anne Johansen, (703) 292-2963, ajohanse@nsf.gov 
Period Covered: 9/1/2020– 8/31/2024 
Person-months: 0.25 month (Year 1); 0.5 month (Years 2–3); 1 month (Year 4) 

 
Project Title: Quantitative Evaluation of Aerosol Impacts on the Microphysical 

Composition, Electrification and Radiative Forcing of Deep Tropical 
Convective Clouds 

PI: Joel A. Thornton (co-Is: R. Holzworth, L. Jaeglé) 
Agency/Program: NSF-BSF Physical & Dynamic Meteorology 
Program Manager: Nicholas Anderson, 703-292-8524, nanderso@nsf.gov 
Period Covered: 6/1/2021– 5/31/2024 
Person-months: 0.3 months (Years 1–3) 
  

Pending Support:  Lyatt Jaeglé   

none 
 

mailto:sedgerto@nsf.gov
mailto:david.b.considine@nasa.gov
mailto:Richard.S.Eckman@nasa.gov
mailto:ajohanse@nsf.gov
mailto:nanderso@nsf.gov
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Data Management Plan 
 

We will employ several data sources as part of this proposal, many of which are already 
publicly available through various servers: satellite observations (OMI, TROPOMI, MODIS, 
TEMPO), MERRA-2 meteorological datasets; GEOS-CF atmospheric composition surface 
concentrations; land use data; and ground-based observations from various air quality networks. 
We will extract these observations over the western U.S. for use in our machine learning work. 
We will preserve the extracted quality-checked datasets locally on hard disks at the University of 
Washington. We will use the NetCDF format. The results of the random forest predictions for 
surface air quality and from the 0D photochemical modeling will also be preserved locally on 
hard disks at the University of Washington. Initially, these extracted datasets and model results 
will be made available to our WESTAR collaborators and the western states' air agencies. After 
publication, the results will be made available to all via the University of Washington's Research 
Works site 
(https://www.lib.washington.edu/scholpub/scholarly-publishing-services/researchworks) or 
the University's digital repository (http://digital.lib.washington.edu/index.html). This digital 
repository is open access and each archive is assigned a permanent digital object identifier 
(DOI). 

We will make all of the research data that is displayed in publications resulting from the 
proposed research open, machine-readable, and digitally accessible to the public at the time of 
publication. This includes data that are displayed in charts, figures, images, etc. We plan to 
achieve this by including the data as supplementary information to the published articles. In 
addition, the underlying digital research data (such as machine learning outputs) will be made 
available as NetCDF files on the department server and assigned a DOI address through the 
University of Washington’s Libraries. The published article will indicate the availability of 
model data and the data used to generate the figures and tables. The PI and co-I will lead the 
archival effort and will be assisted by the Department of Atmospheric Sciences IT manager. 

http://www.lib.washington.edu/scholpub/scholarly-publishing-services/researchworks)
http://www.lib.washington.edu/scholpub/scholarly-publishing-services/researchworks)
http://digital.lib.washington.edu/index.html)
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